HISTORY OF THE TANGO , FROM ARGENTINA

Tango is one kind of dance that has influences from European and African culture . This dance originated
from Latin America who were born in the mid ‐1800s , as a folk music sung by the pair male dancers and
female . This dance is a fusion product of some immigrants in Europe . This dance also came from the
lower classes of Buenos Aires and Montovideo in Rio de la Plata . Among the mix of European
immigrants to the region descendants of African slaves and indigenous people in the area known as
Criollos were originally the customs , beliefs and ceremonies of former slave society . Rituals and
customs are then combined and converted into a distinctive cultural identity that is , a modern dance
called the tango . The word tango was first used in the 1890s . This dance is popular in the community so
fast , like a kind of musical theater with barrel organs spread and suburban slums of European
immigrants
,
especially
Italy
,
Spain
and
France
.
In general there are two types of tango is Argentine tango and ballroom tango . Ballroom tango (
sometimes known as the international tango ) , a dancer 's body sticking to each other . Intimacy .
Ballroom Tango dancers usually do lovers. But if the Argentine Tango , the body is not too clinging
dancers aka little distance between the pair . So no need to be lovers. Can also be done by anyone . In
addition to dance tango movements more regular and elegant . The music is usually composed of 16 or
32 beats , with a beat that seemed to gallop . In Buenos Aires , Tango is a folk dance class lower class .
But now , Tango became so well known , and is a prestigious dance in the ballroom .
Smart tango movement that is known is able to evoke the romance and excitement of each pair were
brought . In fact , people who saw it would be more excited because seeing the dynamic movements .
Apparently, not only makes the tango mood and watched people doing more excited . The movements
in this dance has been able to maintain health and improve body balance . In fact , according to a study
conducted by scientists from the University of Washington , tango can help improve balance and activity
of people with Parkinson's . The study was conducted by giving training to tango about 19 people with
Parkinson's . These patients follow exercises in classes between 20 minutes to an hour . Parkinsonism or
paralysis agitans is a degenerative neurological disease that was first discovered in 1817 by Dr. James
Parkinson . The cause of this disease because no tissue damage to the cerebellum and spinal cord .
Many thought the disease is caused by a virus , but that is true because of heredity or genetic mutation
and several other causes . As a result , the movement of people affected by Parkinson's body was
inhibited
.
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Particular case is often found that people suddenly fall without cause or can not maintain the balance .
The most severe , the cessation of body movement suddenly and could not control the motor nerves of
the body . However , there is now little hope to help people with Parkinson's is giving a special class of
tango . In a study led by Gammon M Earhart , assistant professor of physical therapy the University of
Washington , tango courses given to patients with this disease make their condition better . Tango
classes for people with Parkinson's clearly different to the share given to normal people . portions are
given for example in the form of stretching , balance exercises , tango ‐style walking , footwork patterns
, how to move , and finally tried to dance with or without a partner . besides the tango movements for
people with Parkinson 's at 40 minute workout exercises followed seated stand with the help of a chair
to strengthen the muscles of the foot . Finally , after following the course of several weeks , the disease
showed significant improvements for increasing the ability to move his body . In fact , the ability of
patients
with
Parkinson's
showed
his
balance
back
.
Tidal tango began in the early 20th century , dancers and orchestra from Buenos Aires to go to Europe ,
and attracted many first tango in Paris , followed by London , Berlin and other capital city in Europe . In
1913 tango go to New York in the United States and Finland . In the United States around 1911, used to
dance tango rhythm within 2/4 or 4/4 . Then beginning in 1929 to introduce a restriction occurs after
the overthrow of the government tango Hipolito Yrigoyen , and it caused tango to decline in 1930 . The
decrease tango also occurred in 1950 due to the unstable economic situation and the Argentine military
dictatorship which forbids the presence of tango , but behind it all jutru growing popoularitasan to Rock
and
Roll
.
In October of 2009 to be exact , tango from Argentina and Uruguay expressed as part of world cultural
heritage by the United Nations . Of the 24 members of the UNESCO Intergovernmental Committee set
Intangitable Heritage tango and mengiringnya music protected cultural status at its meeting in Abu
Dhabi . This is done to spread the spirit of community throughout the world even adapt, to the new
environment with the changing times . Tango is one of the best known manifestation of the identity of
music , dance and poetry to embody and promote diversity and cultural dialogue .
Here is the criteria that decide tango designated as world cultural heritage , including :

1. Tango is one type of music that meluputi dance , music , poetry and singing and sebgai
considered one of the main manifestations of identity for the people of the Rio de la Plata
region
2. Tango is an expression of cultural amalgamation and have some contribution in the form of
intangible cultural heritage
3. Two Countries namely Argentina and Uruguay who have presented with a number of security
measures and the individual with the community and the government is committed to the
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creation , specialized training and documentation centers , as well as the formation of an
orchestra , museums and preservation of trust
4. Continuous participation of the people of Argentina and Uruguay through meetings , seminars ,
interviews and workshops . Community representatives also signed the document for free to
mark the informed consent

Tango is one of the world's cultural heritage is the result of merging ditelah described from Argentina
and
Uruguay
.
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